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Rosamunde Pilcher : Winter Solstice before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be worth my
time, and all praised Winter Solstice:
0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. A great book for a cold winter's dayBy Nurse SportsFanThis is such
a great book! Elfrida is a retired actress and an individual in everything she does. She lives life on her terms and is
unique and quirky. She moves to a new town and befriends Oscar and Gloria and their family. They live a wealthy,
social lifestyle. Tragedy strikes and Elfrida and Oscar set off for a new beginning in a home that Oscar co-owns with
his cousin. They decide to live a quiet life and ignore Christmas and the holiday season.Carrie is Elfrida's relative, and
is trying to get over a devastating breakup. She left her job in Austria and returned to London to visit her mom, sister,
and niece, Lucy. As she returns, she finds the house in chaos. Her sister is planning on a romantic holiday with her
new love, her mom is going to visit friends for the holiday, and no one has a clue what to do with Lucy. So Carrie
offers to take her and escape to visit Elfrida for the season. Sam is going to be reopening the woolen mills near the
home Oscar is staying in. He has a key to the house, courtesy of the co-owner (Oscar's cousin) and an interest in
purchasing it for himself. When he arrives, he finds the house inhabited by Oscar, Elfrida, Carrie, and Lucy. A heavy
snowstorm causes him to need to stay also. Elfrida invites him to stay for the holidays, and Sam gratefully accepts.
Together with their neighbors,the minister (Peter) and his wife and their children (one of whom happens to be close in
age to Lucy, a boy, and very handsome and sweet) Elfrida and Oscar's quiet holiday turns into a party. This story is
about redemption. Every single main character has tough choices to make, decisions to make, and find the course of
their future. It is deeply satisfying on every level. I highly enjoy this book and read it a few times a year.9 of 10 people
found the following review helpful. Nice Setting by Plot Stretches CredibilityBy KatiecreatesWhile I enjoy this genre,
this book frustrated me. The setting - Northern Scotland in winter - was beautifully described. It actually made me
yearn to see it for myself. However the plot was strange and contrived and the characters were each "of a type." As
well the behavior of several strained belief. The male protagonist loses his wife and young daughter in a horrific
tragedy in late October and days later he sets off for northern Scotland with a relative stranger. Although he is
supposedly in deep mourning, by Christmas Eve he is proposing marriage. Other character's behaviors were equally
perplexing. In addition, miraculous things happened just in time to make everything end happily. There is no character
growth or development and the plot is event driven (with a series of improbable events.) It was a lengthy book, but a
quick read and, in the end, quite dissatisfying.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Master Story TellerBy
Gentle ReaderRosamunde Pilcher is on my top ten favorite authors list and this is one of my favorite books. I have a
print copy and have reread it several times, but wanted a copy on my Kindle as well. Anything she writes will lift my
mood and make my heart sing. When I don't know what to read and I start several books and set them aside, I can

always pick up a Rosamunde Pilcher and settle in. Interesting setting and wonderful characters who are surely real
people!
In "Winter Solstice" Rosamunde Pilcher brings her readers into the lives of five very different people....Elfrida Phipps,
once of London's stage, moved to the English village of Dibton in hopes of making a new life for herself. Gradually
she settled into the comfortable familiarity of village life -- shopkeepers knowing her tastes, neighbors calling her by
name -- still she finds herself lonely. Oscar Blundell gave up his life as a musician in order to marry Gloria. They have
a beautiful daughter, Francesca, and it is only because of their little girl that Oscar views his sacrificed career as
worthwhile. Carrie returns from Australia at the end of an ill-fated affair with a married man to find her mother and
aunt sharing a home and squabbling endlessly. With Christmas approaching, Carrie agrees to look after her aunt's
awkward and quiet teenage daughter, Lucy, so that her mother might enjoy a romantic fling in America.Sam Howard
is trying to pull his life back together after his wife has left him for another. He is without home and without roots, all
he has is his job. Business takes him to northern Scotland, where he falls in love with the lush, craggy landscape and
set his sights on a house.It is the strange rippling effects of a tragedy that will bring these five characters together in a
large, neglected estate house near the Scottish fishing town of Creagan. It is in this house, on the shortest day of the
year, that the lives of five people will come together and be forever changed. Rosamunde Pilcher's long-awaited return
to the page will warm the hearts of readers both old and new. "Winter Solstice" is a novel of love, loyalty and rebirth.
.com Rosamunde Pilcher's novel, despite its chilly setting, will warm the hearts of her growing army of loyal fans.
Winter Solstice has all the familiar trademarks of a Pilcher saga, spun in her inimitable, homey, beguiling style. The
story is told, chapter by chapter, from the perspectives of an eclectic array of characters. Former actress Elfrida--not
very good by her own admission--leaves London for a geriatric bolthole in the country where she meets retired
schoolmaster and organist, Oscar. Meanwhile, Carrie (Elfrida's second cousin), returns to London from Austria where
she had a brilliant career in the tourist industry, only to find her niece, 14-year-old Lucy, sadly neglected by her selfish
mother and equally spoiled grandmother. Finally, handsome Sam is recalled from New York by his company chairman
to revive an ailing Scottish textile mill. As one character after another must learn to live with their losses, they find
themselves collectively spirited northwards, from Sussex to Scotland, by way of Cornwall. And, as events unfurl,
slowly, surely, but inevitably, those in need find solace in unexpected places. While her characterizations are generally
carefully crafted and entirely rounded, Pilcher's greatest strengths lie in her natural, easy narratives of everyday life
and her thoroughly researched and captivating descriptions of scenery and surroundings. --Carey GreenFrom
Publishers WeeklyThe author of The Shell Seekers has penned another romance sure to give fans the warm fuzzies,
even though it's set in the north of Scotland in winter. Colorful Elfrida Phipps, 60-ish and single, has retired from a
lifetime on the stage to a country retreat in Hampshire, England. There, she is befriended by Oscar and Gloria Blundell
and their 12-year-old daughter, Francesca. Oscar, an organist, is somewhat older than his wife and the Blundells live in
Gloria's family house. When Gloria and Francesca die in an automobile accident, Gloria's sons from a previous
marriage inform Oscar that they are selling the property and he must leave. Elfrida persuades the grief-stricken,
penniless Oscar to return to his childhood haunt, Corrydale, in Creagan, Scotland. His grandmother's grand estate is
now a hotel, but the former estate manager's house is vacant and still belongs to the family. With few ties herself,
Elfrida moves with Oscar to Creagan, where he plans to escape the upcoming Christmas festivities and the sad
memories they will arouse. A distant relative of Elfrida's is also looking for a quiet place to spend the holidays.
Beautiful, stylish 30-year-old Carrie Sutton is escaping a painful love affair. She has rescued her 14-year-old niece,
Lucy, from Lucy's neglectful mother and grandmother, and the two seek asylum with Elfrida and Oscar. When
handsome, successful, separated Sam Howard knocks on their homey door in a snowstorm, there is nothing to be done
but invite him to stay, and the five souls from three generations find Christmas isn't so sad, after all. As her devoted
readers have learned to expect, Pilcher's fond descriptions of domestic detail and her atmospheric evocation of the
Scottish landscape add substance to a predictable but heartwarming plot. Literary Guild and Doubleday Book Club
main selection; BOMC alternate; Reader's Digest Select Edition; audio rights to Random House. (Aug.) Copyright
2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Library JournalIn her new novel, Pilcher (The Shell Seekers) takes us to
northern Scotland, where five vaguely connected people find themselves together at Christmas in a large Victorian
house. They plan to "go pagan and celebrate the Winter Solstice with a lamb chop" but instead create a proper
Christmas and soon come as close to one another as they are to the families from which they have been
disenfranchised by death and cruel abandonment. Elfrida, a lonely retired actress, befriends Oscar, who is barely
surviving the grief of the deaths of his wife and daughter in a car crash. Carrie, bereft after an aborted love affair, takes
over the holiday care of her 14-year-old niece, Lucy, who is unwanted by her mother, grandmother, and indifferent
father. Sam, in town to take charge of the old woolen mill, is reeling because his wife left him for another man. What
lifts this saga above melodrama is the author's skill at creating believable, multifaceted characters with rich inner lives
who sustain one another with good sense and gentle humor. Highly recommended.-DMolly Gorman, San Marino, CA
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